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cover art by brent anderson. 500 issues of mad: a visual history, featuring work by sergio aragones, dave berg; al jaffee; harvey kurtzman, don martin, joe orlando, and many others; collage of images from issues
from earlier issues. the dead celebrity apprentice, script by desmond devlin, art by tom bunk; parody of tv show the apprentice with dead celebrities. spy vs. spy, script and art by peter kuper; the white spy sells a
fake treasure map to the black spy, but falls for a trap in the black spy's dig. a mad look at spider-man 3, script and art by sergio aragones; comic situations that never happened in the movie. everyday pet peeves
of transformers, script by jacob lambert, art by tom bunk; things that might happen to transformers if they tried to live real life as vehicles. the script reads the x chromosomes of all individuals in the data set and
creates a separate track with the x chromosome of all individuals. this track is then merged with the autosomal track. all genes with a mapped mei are extracted from the resulting gene track and kept separate
from the autosomal genes. genes overlapping meis are extracted from the autosomal genes and kept separate from the meis. genes which were not mapped are extracted and kept separate from both meis and

autosomal genes. the script reads the bed file and extracts the coverage of all predicted meis. coverage is defined as the ratio of the length of the predicted mei to the length of the genome in base pairs. the script
then compares the ratio to a critical value (c1) of 0.8 to determine if the mei coverage is below this value. if the coverage is below the c1 value, then the mei is classified as new. the script then compares the ratio
to a critical value (c2) of 0.75 to determine if the mei coverage is below this value. if the coverage is below the c2 value, then the mei is classified as old. genes overlapping meis are extracted from the autosomal

genes and kept separate from the meis. genes which were not mapped are extracted and kept separate from both meis and autosomal genes.
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cover art by john romita jr. the mad 10; a group of mad ads. the mad 12; the 12 worst things you can do while you're in love, script and art by paul coker. internet and video games ad. billing world ad. mad fold-in
by al jaffee. 54 pgs., b&w. cover price $4.99. cover art by john romita jr. the mad 12; the 12 worst things you can do while you're in love, script and art by paul coker. internet and video games ad. the mad 20; a

salute to the 20 dumbest people and things of 2008, with a special award for the hall of fame for multiple wins. mad's idea of a big-name director, script and art by john caldwell. vanity fair's 'ad of the year' ad. the
joe kubert school of cartoon and graphic art ad. the mad 24; a parody of the mad's 24-hour smile ad. the mad 30; a list of 30 things most people can't do. the mad 30; a list of 30 things most people can't do, in 30
minutes or less. cover art by mark fredrickson. perfect match; a marriage made in heaven, but written on earth by mark evanier. spy vs. spy, script and art by peter kuper. a mad look at famous lovers, script and

art by sergio aragones; the "real" relationship between jfk and marilyn monroe. a kid's guide to b.s.-ing through life the george w. bush way, script by mark cantrell, art by amanda conner. summer break!, script by
anthony barbieri, art by bill wray; monroe gets left home alone with baby perry on his summer vacation. the fantastic four has a crap-tastic two weeks!, script by johnny ryan and greg leitman, art by johnny ryan;

gags focusing on the bad times of being a super hero. dump my ride, script by dave croatto, art by tom richmond; monroe and his posse do a little dumpster diving. this title belongs on superman's chest, script and
art by r. sikoryak; a look at superman's costume and the phrase "this title belongs on superman's chest." mad fold-in by al jaffee. 52 pgs., b&w. cover price $3.99. 5ec8ef588b
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